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※一律作答於答案卷上(題上作答不予計分)，並務必標明題號，依序作答。 

I. Writing Ability: 40% 

  One of the four underlined parts (marked A, B, C, and D) in each sentence is unacceptable in standard 

written English. On your answer sheet, write down the letter (A, B, C, or D) of the unacceptable part and 

its correction. 

 

  Example: The men was standing under a tree when it began to rain. 

                   A          B          C           D 

  Answer : A ; were 

 

  1. After filling their prescription and taking it as prescribed, patients found out that the medicine 

          A                      B          C 

    the doctor gave them wasn’t a real drug. Yet, they did get better. 

              D 

  2. The Egyptian government began work on the New Valley Project in 1997 to deal with the problems  

                                    A                                 B 

    it face due to the country’s rapidly growing population and lack farmland. 

                                   C                 D 

  3. Around 600-900 CE, Chinese chemists began to experiment, combining chemical substances to 

                                                         A 

    make louder, more powerful explosions. When they put these compounds inside a bamboo tube  

                     B 

    and light them on fire, the firecracker was born.  

         C       D 

  4. A study conducted at Guy’s Hospital in London, England found that, in 304 cases of kidney  

              A 

    surgeries on dummy patients, those conducted used robots more accurately targeted kidney 

            B                 C             D 

    stones. 

  5. We spent much of the time to discuss hypothermia, when the body temperature drops well 

                              A 

    below normal to 35 degrees Celsius or lower, leading to a chain of events that can result in death. 

                B                          C                                D 

  6. Estimate to cost $1.2 billion, this scheme involves the building of low-rent housing around the 

        A                                B 

    city to provide safe accommodation, running water and power to the thousands of people who 

                                    C                   D           
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    live there.  

  7. As more developing countries set to generate greater wealth, there is bound to be a substantial 

     A                       B 

    increase in overconsumption in the future, so we must be prepared today. The more people 

                                                                    C 

    understand about the consequences of their materialism, the fewer resources they are likely 

    to consume.    

    D 

  8. The Nile linked Egypt to the peoples of both sub-Saharan Africa and the Mediterranean. Better 

                      A      B 

    situating and more advanced, the ancient Egyptians dominated trade in both regions.  

       C         D 

  9. By moving residents to new housing, the city risks to put additional strain on its infrastructure and 

                     A                         B                C 

    finite resources, such as electricity for lighting. 

                                 D 

 10. Only if many individuals make changes in their behavior collectively, the power of this change can                                           

                                A                                     B 

    be readily seen and felt.  

              C      D 

 11. Many doctors admitted that fatigue had had severe consequence on their performance and treatment of 

                                   A                    B 

    patients. Twenty percent of residents acknowledged making fatigue-related mistakes that led to injure 

                                                C                                 D 

    of a patient. 

 12. Sleep deprived can have a significantly detrimental impact on our performance. According to Charles 

            A                                       B 

    Czeisler of Harvard University, staying awake for 24 hours or sleeping only five hours a night for a  

                                C 

    week is likely having a blood-alcohol level of 0.1 percent. That is well above the legal limit for safe  

                  D 

    driving in most countries. 

 13. In 1968, Robert Kennedy gave an eloquent deconstruction of the concept of gross national product. He 

                              A 

    concluded his talk by stating that the gross national product “ measures everything, except that which 

                                                                                   B 
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     makes life worthwhile.” If Kennedy is alive today, he would be asking statisticians to investigate what 

                                   C                                                D 

     makes life worthwhile. 

 14. Within minutes of walking into the stadium, I found myself surround by the excited buzz of other fans, 

                                                       A           B 

    talking and cheering together. Every now and then we hear about violence due to a soccer game, but  

           C 

    this match was mainly peaceful, except for one fight that broke out between a few people in my section 

                                                        D 

    of the stadium. 

 15. Savage-Rumbaugh has spent much of her career to investigate the cognitive and linguistic abilities of  

                                                 A 

    common chimpanzees and bonobos. Her research has shown that these animals are adept at picking up 

                                                B                           C 

    language and other types of behaviors generally considered to require a high degree of intelligence. 

                                              D 

 16. Astronauts go through countless hours of training for spacewalks to familiarize themselves with the 

                                                                               A 

    route they will take after leaving the airlock. Spacesuits are also directly tethered to the space station. 

                 B 

    Give the unpredictable risks of space missions, how do astronauts train to deal with the feeling of fear.  

     C                                                              D 

 17. Agriculture is among the greatest contributors to global warming, emitting much greenhouse gases than 

                                                            A     B 

    all our cars, trucks, trains, and airplanes combined-largely from methane released by cattle and rice   

                                                                 C 

    farms, nitrous oxide from fertilized fields, and carbon dioxide from the cutting of rain forests to grow   

                            D 

    crops or raise livestock. 

 18. For weeks, I had been traveling through some of the best tiger habitats in Asia, from remote forests to 

                    A                                   B 

    tropical woodlands and, on a previous trip, to mangrove swamps—but never before I had seen a tiger. 

                                                                           C 

    Partly this was because of the animal’s legendarily secretive nature. 

                                       D 
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 19. Crops and livestock tend to spread very more slowly from north to south than from east to west because 

                A                B      C 

    different latitudes require adaptation to different climates.    

                                  D 

 20. What makes Singapore the place that it is today? Its geographical location, its lack natural resources   

     A                          B                                   C 

    and its recent immigration history have all played a part in shaping this small island nation.   

                                 D 

 

 

II. Writing: 60%  

 

   Think about a time when you made a change in your life. Was it easy or hard? Explain your answer.                       

 

 

 

【考生不可於文中書寫個人真實姓名或任何足以識別身分之文字或符號】 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


